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Intelligent, creative, friendly, astute, open, and gets things done are 

just a few words that sum up Mark. – Marc West, IBM

You seldom meet a person who is so enthusiastic about what they 

are doing. Passion for the business and caring for the customer.  

– Angus McIntyre, IBM

Mark is great in storytelling. He makes a complex issue simple.  

– Hamid Arjmand, Emory University

Mark Travis

Helping companies solve critical issues at the 

intersection of people, process, and technology.

Work is changing. The pace of innovation is mind-
boggling, and how teams react and adapt can be 
make or break for an organization.

Mark clarifies and simplifies the use of technology 
to drive profitable growth. He helps senior 
executives anticipate, plan, and execute business 
strategies enabled by new technology, allowing 
them to rally their business, technical, and 
leadership teams towards profitable outcomes. 

With 25 years of global experience, Mark has a 
proven track record of helping companies, from 
Fortune 10s to start-ups, create tens of millions  
of dollars of value. Drawing on deep business 
acumen and technical chops, Mark communicates 
in a meaningful way with audiences from C-level  
to engineering to move teams forward in the  
right direction. 

Born in Big Springs, Texas, Mark has lived in nine different states 

and worked with teams around the globe, cultivating an ability 

to relate to people from all walks of life. The son of an Air Force 

flight instructor, he is an avid private pilot with over 1000 hours 

flown. Proud father of two sons, Mark is a fan of live experiences, 

talking music (especially the blues), and motorcycle racing. He 

finds fulfillment in creating solutions to complex problems to 

move people and teams forward together. 

Mark holds an M.B.A. from Goizueta Business School, Emory 

University, and a B.S. in Decision and Information Sciences from 

the University of Maryland.

Industry 4.0: Blockchain/AI/3D 

Preparing your organization for disruptive change

Co-Create

How to use strategic relationships in an Industry 4.0 world

The 80/20 Business Process

Eliminate complexity and dramatically improve profits

Strategy Visualization

Accelerate cultural change to fuel innovation
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